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In this week's recap: Stocks have a mixed reaction to ongoing uncertainty; additional
fiscal stimulus on hold.
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THE WEEK ON WALL STREET
Stocks were mixed last week as worries that stretched from Washington D.C., where prospects of a
new fiscal stimulus bill dimmed, to Europe, which saw an increase of new COVID‐19 cases.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average declined 1.75%, while the Standard & Poor's 500 fell 0.63%. The
Nasdaq Composite index gained 1.11% for the week. The MSCI EAFE index, which tracks developed
overseas stock markets, slumped 4.20%.1‐3

LATE FRIDAY RALLY PARES LOSSES
Dwindling chances of a federal fiscal stimulus, pre‐election jitters, and worries over a second wave
of coronavirus infections in Europe weighed heavily on investors.
The weakness in technology persisted. The Department of Justice proposal to curb legal protections
for internet companies and require them to take greater responsibility for the content on their sites
adding to that sector's woes.4
Energy stocks were also hit hard on concerns of a slowdown in economic growth hurting oil
demand.
The week wasn't entirely absent of good news. Investors focused on reports of new progress in
developing a vaccine and the passage in the House of Representatives of a bipartisan continuing
resolution bill to fund the government through December 11th.5
Absent any apparent catalyst, stocks rallied in the final days of the week, cutting losses on major
indices and powering the NASDAQ Composite to a weekly gain.

FISCAL STIMULUS ON LIFE SUPPORT

Market hopes for an additional fiscal stimulus bill, which were already fading, suffered another
setback as events in Washington, D.C., appeared to make it more unlikely that lawmakers and the
president could come together to fashion a compromise spending bill.
Many economists and market observers, along with Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell,
believe that further spending may be needed to maintain the momentum of the current economic
recovery.

THE WEEK AHEAD: KEY ECONOMIC DATA
Tuesday: Consumer Conﬁdence Index.
Wednesday: ADP (Automated Data Processing) Report. Gross Domes c Product (GDP).
Thursday: Jobless Claims.
Friday: Employment Situa on. Factory Orders.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

This week's Quote of the Week is replaced by a link to a 10
minute video of our friend Ron Altbach, describing how Bach
was the inspiration for the Beach Boys. You may know the tune:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=‐SVB‐EvYtNw

OF NOTE

The double dip is not a dance. It is the time‐honored tendency of the US economy to relapse into

The double dip is not a dance. It is the time‐honored tendency of the US economy to relapse into
recession after a temporary recovery. Over the years, it has happened far more often than not.
Notwithstanding frothy financial markets, which currently are discounting the nirvana of an
uninterrupted V‐shaped recovery, there is a compelling case for another double dip in the aftermath
of America's devastating COVID‐19 shock. The daunting history of the US business cycle warns
against complacency. Double dips – defined simply as a decline in quarterly real GDP following a
temporary rebound – have occurred in eight of the 11 recessions since the end of World War II. The
only exceptions were the recessions of 1953‐54, the brief contraction of 1980, and the mild
downturn of 1990‐91. All the others contained double dips, and two featured triple dips – two false
starts followed by relapses.
The double‐dip does not, of course, come out of thin air. It reflects the combination of lingering
vulnerability in the underlying economy and aftershocks from the initial recessionary blow. As a
general rule, the more severe the downturn, the greater the damage, the longer the healing, and
the higher the likelihood of a double dip. That was the case in the sharp recessions of 1957‐58, 1973‐
75, and 1981‐82, as well as in the major contraction that accompanied the 2008‐09 global financial
crisis.
The current recession is a classic set‐up for a double dip. Lingering vulnerability is hardly a question
in the aftermath of the 32.9% annualized plunge in the second quarter of 2020 – by far the sharpest
quarterly decline on record. Damaged as never before by the unprecedented lockdown to combat
the initial outbreak of COVID‐19, the economy has barely begun to heal. A sharp rebound in the
current quarter is simple arithmetic –and virtually guaranteed by the partial re‐opening of shuttered
businesses. But will it stick, or will there be a relapse?
Financial markets aren't the least bit worried about a relapse, owing largely to unprecedented
monetary easing, which has evoked the time‐honored maxim: "don't fight the Fed." Added comfort
comes from equally unprecedented fiscal relief aimed at mitigating the pandemic‐related shock to
businesses and households.
This could be wishful thinking. The basic problem is the virus, not the need for Fed‐induced liquidity
injections or the temporary support of a fiscal package. Monetary and fiscal measures can temper
financial markets' distress, but they can do little, if anything, to resolve the underlying health
security issues weighing on the real economy.
With the US remaining in the grips of the pandemic, the case for sustainable recovery looks tenuous.
While rebounds in production and employment underscore significant progress on the supply side of
the economy, these gains are far from complete. Through July, nonfarm employment has recouped
only 42% of what was lost in February and March, and the unemployment rate, at 10.2%, is still
nearly triple the pre‐COVID level of 3.5%. Similarly, industrial production in July remained 8% below
its February high.
Healing has been even more tentative on the demand side. That is especially the case for key
components of discretionary consumption – notably, retail shopping, as well as spending on
restaurants, travel, and leisure. Full participation in these activities – all of which entail face‐to‐face
human contact – implies health risks that most of the population is unwilling to take, especially given
elevated infections, the lack of robust therapeutics, and the absence of a vaccine.
To put the pandemic's impact in perspective, consider that transportation, recreation, restaurants,
and accommodations – the most COVID‐sensitive segments of consumer demand – accounted for
21% of total household expenditures on services in the first quarter of 2020, before the pandemic hit
full force. Combined spending on these categories plunged at an 86% annual rate in real (inflation‐
adjusted) terms in the second quarter.
The monthly data through June underscore the lingering headwinds from these important segments
of discretionary consumption. While combined consumer spending on durables and
nondurables bounced back to 4.6% above pre‐pandemic levels (in real terms), household spending
on total services – by far, the largest component of total consumption – has recouped only 43% of its
lockdown‐induced losses.
On balance, this points to what can be called an asynchronous normalization – a partial recovery
that is drawing greater support from the supply side than from the demand side. The US is hardly
unique in this respect. Similar outcomes are evident in other economies – even China, whose state‐
directed system is much more effective at command and control of the supply side than it is in

directed system is much more effective at command and control of the supply side than it is in
influencing the behavioral norms shaping pandemic‐sensitive household consumption on the
demand side.
But the asynchronous normalization of the US economy is very different in one key respect:
America's abysmal failure at containing the virus not only underscores the lingering fears of
infection, but also raises the distinct possibility of a new wave of COVID‐19 itself. While there has
been a reduction in the incidence of new cases over the past month, the daily infection count of
nearly 48,000 in the week ending August 20 is more than double the pace recorded in May and June.
Together with a death rate that has averaged a little more than 1,000 per day since late July – and
projected to remain at that level for the rest of the year – this elevated pace of infection takes on
even greater importance as a predictor of what lies ahead. Consumer fears – and their impact on
pandemic‐sensitive services – are unlikely to subside in such a climate and could well intensify if a
new wave hits.
Therein lies the case for a double dip. Partial and asynchronous normalization in the aftermath of
the worst economic shock on record signals lingering vulnerability in the US economy. And failure to
contain the virus underscores the distinct possibility of aftershocks. This is precisely the combination
that has led to previous double dips. Yet frothy financial markets are wedded to the narrative of a
classic V‐shaped recovery. The rhymes of history suggest a very different outcome.6
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